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On the ]C, a >1/2, l/2|-summability 
of double orthogonal series 
F. MÓRICZ*) 
Dedicated to Professor Károiy Tandori on his 60th birthday 
1. Introduction 
Let (X, ¡i) be a positive measure space and {<pik(x): i, k = 0,1, ...} an 
orthonormal system (in abbreviation: ONS) on X. We will consider the double 
orthogonal series 
(i-i) 2 2 aik<Pik(x) 
i = 0fc=0 
where {aik: i, 1, ...} is a sequence of real numbers (coefficients). 
Let a and/3 be real numbers, a > —1 and /?> — 1. We remind that the (C, a, /?)-
means of series (1.1) are defined by 
^ m n 
<(x) = -j^-Jp 2 2 A%-iAn-kaik(pik(x) i=0k=0 
where 
^ = ( m m a ) ( m , « = 0 , l , . . . ) 
(for single series see, e.g. [13, p. 77]). Rhe case a ~ p = 0 gives back the rectangular 
partial sums: 
m n 
ffS.U*) = 2 2 aik<Pik(x) = sm„(x), i=Ok=0 
*) This research was completed while the author was a visiting professor at the Indiana Uni-
versity, Bloomington, U.S.A. 
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while the case «= /?=1 provides the first arithmetic means of the rectangular partial 
sums: 
= J J i 1 - ^ r H 1 - - ^ = 
^ m n 
= (m + i)(n + l)i?J0SikiX) " = -)• 
2. Main results 
Series (1.1) is said to be absolute (C, a, /?)-summable (in abbreviation: |C, a, f}\-
summable) at a point x if 
(2.1) 2 2 
m=0 n = 0 
where we agree on putting 
(2.2) ot\,n(x) = ffi-xW = o ^ . = 0 (m, n = 0, 1, ...). 
In other words, the series in (2.1) can be rewritten as 
\<{x)\+ 2 i , o ( * ) l + 2 K ' ( * ) - < . - i ( * ) l 
m = l n = l 
m = l n = l 
In the sequel, we will use the notations 
(2.3) A°Jn(x) = a*m{(*)-,,„(x)-<„_x(x) + (x) (m, « = 0 , 1 , ...) 
with agreement (2.2), and 
2 P - 1 2 q — 1 { 2 2 alfr- (p,g = 0 , 1 , . . . ) i = 2 P - 1 k = 2"-1 
while identifying 2 _ 1 with 0 in this paper. 
T h e o r e m 1. If a > l / 2 , /?>l/2, 
( 2 . 4 ) 
P=o«=o 
then series (1.1) w [C, a, summable a.e. on X. 
Theorem 1 is the extension of the theorems of TANDORI [ 1 1 ] ( a = l ) and LEIND-
LER [5] (a> l /2 ) from single orthogonal series to double ones. In the special case of 
O n the |C, a > 1 / 2 , / ? > l / 2 | - s u m m a b i l i t y 3 2 7 
two-dimensional trigonometric series, Theorem 1 was proved by PONOMARENKO 
a n d TIMAN [8] . 
Condition (2.4) is not only sufficient but also necessary for the a.e. \C, a, /?|-
summability of series (1.1), for a fixed pair of a > l / 2 and /?> 1 /2, if all ONS 
{<?;*(*)} a r e considered. 
To be more specific, let (X, iF, /i) be the unit square [0, 1]X[0, 1] with the Borel 
measurable subsets as 3F and with the plane Lebesgue measure as ¡x. In the sequel, 
the unit interval [0, 1] is denoted by / , the unit square IXI by S, and the Lebesgue 
measure by | • | (it will be clear from the context whether | • | means the linear or plane 
measure). We consider the two-dimensional Rademacher system {ri(x1)/-)t(x2): 
i,k=0, 1, ...} on S, where the 
?•;(*l) = sign sin (2i7rx1) (i = 0, 1, . . . ; x x 6 / ) 
are the well-known Rademacher functions (see, e.g. [1, p. 51] or [13, p. 212]). 
T h e o r e m 2. If a>1 /2 , /?>l /2 , and condition (2.4) is not satisfied, then the 
two-dimensional Rademacher series 
(2.5) 2 2 ^ri(x,)rk(x2) 
¡ = 0k = 0 
is not |C, a, P\-summable a.e. on S. 
This theorem is the extension of the corresponding results of BILLARD [2] ( a = l ) 
and GREPACEVSKAJA [4] (a >1/2) from single orthogonal series to double ones. 
Putting Theorems 1 and 2 together, we can draw the next 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Let a > l / 2 and /?> 1 /2. Series (1.1) is ]C, a, [S\-summable a.e. 
for every double ONS {<pik (x): x = (x 1 ;x 2 )} defined on S if and only if condition (2.4) 
is satisfied. 
This result for single O N S defined on I was proved by TANDORI [11] and LEIND-
LER [5] (a >1 /2). Both authors constructed a new ONS in the counterexample, 
rather than using the Rademacher system. 
Let {Xik: i, k=0, 1, ...} be a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers such 
that 
( 2 - 6 ) ¿ t o - + 1 ) ^ + 1 ) ^ " ° ° ' 
or equivalently, 
2 2 y^— < 
p = 0q = 0 A2p, 2« 
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We note that {/.,&} is said to be nondecreasing if 
¿¡k = min {/.i+lrk, ;. i ik+1} (i, k = 0,1, ...). 
Applying the Cauchy inequality to the series 
c o oo 1 2 P — 1 21-1 
p=0g=0 / 2 > - l ( 2 « - i l = 2 p ~ 1 4 = 2 ' - 1 
yields the following 
C o r o l l a r y 2. / / a>1/2, /?>l/2, and {/.//c} « a nondecreasing sequence of 
positive numbers satisfying condition (2.6) and 
CO oo 
1 = 0 4 = 0 
//¡en JOTCS (1.1) K ]C, a, ft\-sunimable a.e. 
The corresponding result for single orthogonal series is due to UL'JANOV [12, 
pp. 46—47]. 
3. Generalizations and extensions 
a) Let I be a real number, / s i . Following FLETT [3], series (1.1) is said to be 
|C, a, /?|,-summable at x if 
m=0n=0 
The case / = 1 gives back |C, a, /?|-summability. 
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, one can derive 
the following three generalizations. 
T h e o r e m la. If a > l / 2 , /?>l/2, l s / ^ 2 , and 
(3-1) 
p=0 g=0 
f/ie« s e n « (1.1) z's |C, a, [}\t-summable a.e. 
T h e o r e m 2a. If a>-1/2, /?>l/2, a«i/ condition (3.1) is not satisfied, 
then series (2.5) z's not |C, a, P\,-summabIe a.e. 
C o r o l l a r y 2a. / / a > l / 2 , / ? > l / 2 , 1 and {lik} is a nondecreasing sequence 
of positive numbers satisfying the conditions 
(3"2) # o J o + i ) ( i + D 4 
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and 
¡=0 4 = 0 
i/iew i m e s (1.1) is |C, a, ß\rsummable a.e. 
In case /=2 , condition (3.2) can be dropped. 
Theorems la, 2a and Corollary 2a are the extensions of the corresponding theo-
rems of SZALAY [9] and SPEVAKOV [10], respectively, from single orthogonal series to 
double ones. 
b) Let X={JÎ;: / = 0 , 1, ...} and /. = {lk: k=0, 1, ...} be two strictly increasing 
sequences of nonnegative numbers, both tending to °=>. Instead of (C, a, /?)-means 
we can consider the (R, x, Â)-means of series (1.1) defined by 
amn(x, I; x) = 2 On, n = 0, 1, ...) 
(for single seiies see, e.g. [1, p. 139]). Series (1.1) is said to be \Rt x, Al-summable at x if 
2 2 i; 
m-0n=0 
where Amn(x, X\ x) is defined similarly to (2.3). 
Let x(t) and X(t) be strictly increasing functions of the nonnegative variable t 
(constructed from the corresponding sequences, e.g. by means of linear interpolation), 
for which x ( i )=x i and X(k)=Xk for all nonnegative integers i and k. Denote by 
J f (t) and A(t) the uniquely determined inverse functions of x(t) and ?.(t), respec-
tively. For the sake of brevity, we write 
i i , = [JT( 2")], v„ = [/1(2')], 
and 
= { "P2 V"2 4 } 1 / 2 (P, Q = 0, 1, ...; »;_! = v_x = 0), 
where [•] denotes the integral part and in case r]p_x—tjp or vq_1 = vq we take 
¿pq=o. 
The next two theorems can be also proved by using the methods of Sections 4 
and 6. 
T h e o r e m lb. If 
(3.3) 2 p=0q=0 
then series (1.1) is \R,x, X\-summable a.e. 
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T h e o r e m 2b. If condition (3.3) is not satisfied, then series (2.5) is not [/?, x, ).\-
summable a.e. 
Both theorems are the extensions of those in [6] by the present author from single 
orthogonal series to double ones. 
c) Finally, we point out that Theorems 1 and 2 as well as their variations men-
tioned above in (a) and (b) admit quite natural extensions to multiple orthogonal 
series, too. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
One important thing is to find a good representation for A*fn(x) defined by 
(2.3). Using the identities 
and 
A' - m A" A' - a + 
f f l — I 
A%_i_1 = ——A°m-_\ (a =— 1, a * 0 ) , 
one can obtain for m ^ l and n ^ l 
m n J'-l Aß-1 ils 
(4.1) 4 * « = 2 Z ^ ^ ^ - ^ c p - A x ) , 
i=lk = l Am Aa mn 
for m ^ 1 and /1 = 0 
(4-2) At¡,00 = I ^ i aio<Pio(x), 
¡=1 m 
for m=0 and « Ê 1 
(4.3) Afn(x)= 2^^-aok<pok(x), k = l " 
while for m=n=0, A ^ ( * ) = CTQO ( . V ) = A 0 0 <P00(x) . These representations are valid 
even in the cases, where a = 0 or JS=0, i.e. for all values of a > —1 and /?=• —1. 
We recall the inequality 
which is well-known in the literature (see, e.g. [1, p. 110]). 
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By Minkowski's inequality (keeping agreement (2.2) in mind), 
(4.5) { / [ 2 2 \A%(x)\Ydfi(x)}112 s { / [<(*)№(*)}1/2 + 
> 1 / 2 + + 2 { / № ( * ) № ( * ) } + 2 { f W A x ) f d ^ i { x ) Y 
m = 1 Jf n = l x 
+ 1 I { / (*)№ (*)}1/2 =S1+S2+S3+Si, say. m= 1 /1 = 1 
Obviously, <S'1 = |a00| = j!ir00- We are going to show that S3, and S4 are also finite. 
We treat S 4 in more detail. 
Applying the Cauchy inequality, then (4.1) and (4.4), we get that 
OO 2p + i— 1 2q + 1 — l oo oo 
si = z 2 2 2 { / №*)№(*)}1/2 ^ 2 22p/22^x 
p^O q = 0 m = 2p /1=2" Vj ' p=0 g=0 
x f l 1 ' ' ? / [ ^ ( * ) № ( * ) } 1 / 2 = i 2 2 p / 2 2 , / 2 X 
m = 2P /1 = 2« ^ ' p=0 ,=0 
| 2 P + K_! ,„ + !_ ! » r ^ f r ^ l 2 i2fc2 „ \ 1 / 2 {2P + 1-1 2« + 1 - l ra n r r T iZi-a l1/^ 
m = 2" /1=2« i = l i = iL J L J m n ) 
co <» f2P + i_ i 2«+»-l m n r ^ 2 - 1 I 2 M^ - 1 "! 2 I1'2 2 2 2 Rr  №flM  = 
p=0 J=0 1/11=2" /1=2' ¡=1 *=1 L y4m J I / ! ; J J 
CO OO f2P+l-i 2« + l - l 2P + >- l I" Ja —1 2' + I - l f —1"12"»1/2 = ^ 22-"22"«/2 ^ 2 2 RrM 2 = P=(M = 0 I ¿=l k = i m»max{2 ,̂0 L ^m J rj=max{2®,k) L A* } ) 
CO oo 2P+1— 1 2g + 1 — 1 
= 0 ( 1 } Z Z 2 - ' 2 - « { 2 2 i 2 /^?*} 1 ' 2 . 
p = 0 9=0 i=1 k = l 
Finally, using the elementary inequality 
{fl + H...}"2Sfl1/i+l> , ,!+... (fl£0, feso,...) 
yields 
o o o o P + 1 q + l 
Si = 0{1} 2 22-"2-" { 2 2 22j'22,.s/J2}1/2 = p=0«=0 J = 1 / = 1 
oo oo p + l ? + i 
= 2 2 2 - p 2 - 2 2 2J2's/ji = 
(4.6) 
= 0 { 1 } 2 2 2i2lstjl 2 2-" 2 2-« = 
/=1 /=1 p=j-1 9=Z-1 
j=II=I 
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Following the above pattern, one can show that 
(4.7) S2 = 0{1} ¡ r f j o and 0{1} 2-^0/ • 
j=i /=i 
Collecting (4.5)—(4.7) together, by (2.4) we can conclude 
{ / [ 2 2 M M I M ' M T = o{i} 2 -
m = 0lj=0 j=9 i=0 
This means that 
1 ¿ M M e W . ^ O 
m=0n=0 
and, in particular, (2.1) follows for almost every x. 
5. Auxiliary results on finite sums in terms of two-dimensional 
Rademacher functions 
We remind the following two results concerning finite sums in terms of one-
dimensional Rademacher functions. 
L e m m a A. (see, e.g. [13, p. 213, Theorem (8.4)]). For every r > 0 there 
exists a constant Dr Such that for every finite sum 
P(xd= 2°krk(xd (N= 0 ,1 , . . . ) k=0 
we have 
(5.1) / V ( * i ) l 
0 k = 0 
L e m m a B. (ORLICZ [7]). Given any measurable set E(al) of positive measure, 
there exist an integer k0 and a constant Ct>0 such that for every finite sum 
P(xd= 2 akrk(Xi) (N^k0) k=k0 
we have 
f \P(Xl)\dXl alY". 
E * = *0 
Our goal is to extend these results to finite sums in terms of two-dimensional 
Rademacher functions. We note that the extension to higher dimensions runs in the 
same way. 
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L e m m a 1. For every finite sum 
m n 
x2) = 2 2 a^ixjr^x,) (M, N= 0, 1, ...) 
i = 0 * = 0 we have 
} } m n (5.2) / f [P(xx, x2)fdxi dx2 ^DHZ 2 "If-
0 0 ¡=0fc=0 
Lemma 1 actually holds true for every /-=>0 instead of r—A (cf. the proof of 
Lemma A in [13, pp. 213—214]). But inequality (5.2) is enough for our purpose. 
P r o o f . By Fubini's theorem and (5.1) for the r^xj, 
1 1 1 1 m n 
J= I I xi)fdx1dx2 = f ff [ 2 ( 2 dx2 
0 0 0 0 '=0 * = ° 
} m n m 1 n 
= Di f [2[2 aikrk(x2)ffdx2 =D4 2 f [2 aikrk(x2)fdx2 + q ¡ = 0 k = 0 i=0 c k = 0 
M - L m 1 N N 
+ 2.D4 2 2 J [2 aik rk (x 2 ) ] 2 [ 2 ajk rk (x2)~]2dx2. i=0 j=> + l q k=0 k = o 
Applying the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality and (5.1) for the rk(x2), 
m 1v 
2[2"?kl2 + 
i = 0 k = 0 
frf j m ^ n 1 
+ 204 2 2 {/ [2aikrk(x2)]*dx2 f [2aJkrk(x2)Ydx2y12 =§ 
¡=0 y = i+l Y (t = 0 Q t=0 ' 
m n m-l m n n M n z [ 2 "IY+2DI 2 2 i Z " ! k ] l 2 = A 2 [ 2 2 1 «?*]2-i = 0 4=0 ¡=0 J = i + 1 fc=0 k=0 i=0 k = 0 
L e m m a 2. Given any measurable set E(czS) of positive measure, there exist 
an integer ?i0 and a constant C 2 > 0 such that for every finite sum 
m n 
(5.3) P(xlt x2) = 2 2 ««'"¡(x1)r f c(x2) with max {m, n} S n0 
i=mk=n 
and N^n &0), 
tt'e have 
. . m n 
(5.4) / / in*!, ̂ 2)1 dx,dx2 ^C2{2 2 afk}112-p i=mk=n 
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P r o o f . We consider the 4-tuple system iT4 defined by 
= {^n(*i)rk l(x2)rh(xx)rk l(x2): i l 5 i2, fcl5 k2 = 0, 1, ...; 
h ^ i2, and (i l 5 k j ^ (i2, k2)}. 
The proof of Lemma B (see [7]) is based on the fact that the 2-tuple system 
n2 = {r^xjr^xj: i\, i2 = 0, 1, ... and h < i2} 
is an ONS on / . Hence it immediately follows that i74 is an ONS on 
By Bessel's inequality, for any function / ( x l 5 x2)£L2(S), 
CO OO o o OO 1 1 
2 2 2 2 [ / f f(x1, x2) rfl (x,) rkl (x2) rh (Xl) rk2 (x2) dx1 t/x2l2 < 
i,—0 fc,—oij — i, k.—k1 T-» ' J (ir 0 0 
Letting /=Xe> the characteristic function of the set E, and £=|i?|2/16 there exists 
an integer n0 such that 
(5-5) 2 2 2 2 [ f f rh(Xl) rkl(x2) ri2(Xi) rki (x2) dXl dx2]2 e. 
maxii,,«;,}^«,, 
We consider a finite sum P(xx , x2) given by (5.3). Applying Holder's inequality 
with the exponents 3/2 and 3, while representing 2 as the sum of 2/3 and 4/3, we get 
that 
f f [P(Xl, x2)fdxidx2 -=§{/ / |/>(xl5 x ^ r f x , } 2 7 3 ! / / [P(xu x^dx.dx,}113, 




f f \P(xt, x2)\dxidx2 S { / / [/>(xl5 x 2 ) r r f x l f / x 2 } - 1 / 2 { / f [P(Xl, x2)fdxidx2}m. 
E 0 0 £ 
We square out in [P(x1 ; x2)]2 and use the Cauchy inequality and (5.5) to obtain 
f f [Pix^xjfdx^x, = \E\ 2 2 "!k + 
£ i=m k = n 
M N M N + 2 2 2 2 %k1ai2k2jfrh(x1)rkl(x2)rh(x1)rk2(x2)dx1dx2S 
il=m kl=n it — m kt = n £ 
(¡„»^(¡„tj) 
M N 
^ IE\ 2 2 a l - { 2 2 2 2 < k l a U x 
i=m k=n ij ki i2 ¿2 
x2222[ff rn ( * ) ( * * ) n . (*i) rk2 (x2) dXl d x 2 ] Y 2 ^ 
•l kl £ 
M N M N \F\ M N 
S \E\ 2 2<k-W* 2 = 2" 2 4 -
i=mk — n i=mk = n i—m k = n 
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On the other hand, taking (5.2) into account, from (5.6) we get that 
f f \p(xi,x2)\dxidx2^ 1<4}1/2, 
£ 26'iDi i=m k = n 
which is (5.3) to be proved. 
6. Proof of Theorem 2 
We need the following properties of the binomial coefficients, 
(i) A*m is positive for a > —1, and is increasing as a function of m for a > 0 
(see, e.g. [13, p. 77, Theorem (1.17)]). 
(ii) There exist two positive constants C3 and C4 depending only on a such 
that 
= (m = 1, 2, ...; a =—1) m 
(see, e.g. [1, p. 69, formula (25)]). Hence one can derive that 
(6-1) ¿ ^ = 0 ( 1 } (¿ = 0 , 1 , . . . ; a > 0 ) . 
m=i rns.lm 
(iii) There exists a positive constant C5 depending on a such that 
(6.2) -¿ !r— - c s (p = 0 , l , . . . ; a > 0 ) . 
We will prove that if series (2.5) is |C, a, /?|-summable on some subset of S with 
positive measure, for a certain pair of a >1/2 and /?>l/2, then (2.4) necessarily 
holds. Consequently, if (2.4) is not satisfied, then series (2.5) can be |C, a, /5|-summable 
only on a set of measure zero for any pair of a >1/2 and /?>l/2. 
To begin with, by Egorov's theorem there exist a constant B and a set E(aS) 
of positive measure such that 
(6.3) 2 2 ^ B for every (x^x^E. 
m=o n=0 
We are going to apply Lemma 2. To this end, we must get rid of the Rademacher 
functions ri(x1)rk(x2) in the definition of x2) for which max {i, k}<n0. 
This can be done in the following way. Set temporarily 
_ ( a i k if max {i, fe} ̂  «o, 
a , k 1 0 if max {¿, k} < n0; 
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and denote by the corresponding differences. Then, by (6.1) 
m = l n - l m = l n = l 
max{m, n) É n0 max{m, n } s n 0 
oo oo min{m,n0—1} min{n,n0—1} £ j f c 
+ 2 2 . 2 _ 2 " i ^ ' i r ' ^ r l 0 « ! = 
m = l n = l ¡ = 1 * = 1 ^ m ^ n m n 
max{m,n)^n0 
= 2 2 14ft ( * i , *2>l + 2 1 " 2 ¿fc|«ttl{'"2 2 + 
m = l n = l ¡ = 1 fc = 0 m = i n=n„ 
max(mfn}fc/r0 
00 00 00 n 0 - l j a - l 
+ 2 2 + 2 2 } - " 
m=n0 n = n0 m • 7Í,0 n=t' mA*m nA* 
2 2 * 2 ) l + 3 n 2 l n ° 2 1 i f c k , | x 
m = l n = l ¿=1 k=l 
m a x { m , n } ^ n 0 
m — i rilsim n=k rl/in m = l n = l 
max{m,n}^n0 
where 0{1} does not depend on (xa, x2). One can similarly obtain that 
2 1^0(^1,^2)1 = 2 K o ( * i , * 2 ) l + o { i } 
m = MQ M=WQ 
and 
2 = 2 № (*i, *2)l +o{ 1}. n=n0 "=«0 
So we may assume, without loss of generality, that aik—0 for i, k—0,1, ..., 
..., n0—1 and use the notations aik and A'JOfa 1, X2), rather than aik and A^fn(xl5 x2). 
Set 
— < T 2 P + 1 - l , 2 « - 1 - l ( * l , * 2 ) + « 7 2 P - l - l , 2 ' - 1 - l ( * l , ( P . ? = 1» 2 , . . . ) . 
On the one hand, 
| < ^ ( * i , * 2 ) l = 2 P + i _ 1 2 5 2 V i , ( * i , * 2 ) l , m=2P"1 n=2«"1 
whence 
2 2 *2)l ¿ 2 p = H = l m = l n = l 
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Consequently, by (6.3) 
(6.4) 2 2 f f x2)\dxidx2 4B\E |. 
p= 1 4=1 £ 
On the other hand, by (5.4) 
(6.5) f f x2)\dxidx2 S 
E 
{2P + 1-1 29 + >- l f A" l
2 r A^ l 2 l 1 ' 2 
¡=2P-1 * = I ^gp + ̂ i J t A t f + l - l J J 
On applying Lemma 2, we took into consideration only those terms in the represen-
tation of 5f q(X l , X2) which contain aik with and 2 , - 1 S f c s 2 i + 1 - l . 
Due to the monotony of A® in m (see (ii) at the beginning at this Section) and (6.2) 
for and 
A2p + '—i — i A2g + i—1— ic A2p A2q •CI 
A2p + 1i—i A2q + i— 1 A2p + l A2g +1 
From here and (6.5) it follows that 
(6.6) 
/ / « ( * ! , x2)ldxidx2 S C2C!{*2\ J T = C2CI^PQ (p, 9 = 1, 2, ...). 
Combining (6.4) and (6.6) yields 
(6-7) 
p = 1 4 = l 
Starting with 
8po(x1, x^) = (rlp + i-^oixi, x^) — a2p-i-iio(x1, x^ ( p = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
and 
¿04 (*i> ^2) = x^ — Oot2n-i-i (xj, X2) (q = 1, 2, ...), 
respectively, one can find in the same manner that 
(6.8) and 
p=i 8=1 
The fulfilment of (6.7) and (6.8) is equivalent to that of (2.4). 
22 
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